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1515 Poplar Ave.
Richmond, Cal. 94805
21 May 1976
Dear Fellow Americans
For one third of my life I have lived
in the shadow of
political murder and the miasmic conspira
cies which have been
their cauc.: and effect. The trauma is
palpable. I have witnessed
the Byzantine arts perfected from Dall
as to Watergate. Those who
have an eye to see have known for year
s that JFK was only the
first in a long sequence of assassinatio
n conspiracies which have
each been the preface for a secondary
conspiracy concealing the
first.
Killers have been shielded by cowards,
hypocrits and fools in
the name of honor, truth and justice. From
Oswald to Sara Jane
Moore, the stench is suffocating. It
stinks no less when the
judiciary accepts a guilty plea from a
possible Manchurian Candidate, Congress prattles its willful igno
rance, the Executive and
4
appendaces profess an inability to find
any evidence or the Massed
Media proffer only official lies.
This obscene malignancy is growinv. It
is taking over more
and more parts of the society and dive
rsifying as it spreads.
The original killing spread from the top
executive officer
of the nation through the leadership of
black, civil rights, prison and insurgent organizations. This
thirteen years of murder is
prima facia evidence of complicity,, if
not participation, by the
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entirely criminal, justice system.
The cover-ups have multiplied to keep pace with the killings. From the original placebo commission of Supreme Court
Chief Justice, four right wing members of Congress including the
only appointed President, CIA chief and Wall Street banker; the
prototype scenario has been repeated ad nauseum. The most powerful people in government and nonwovernment institutions have cooperated for thirteen years to make each political murder seem the
work of one lone loony.
Despite this monolyth of institutional deceit, the outline of
the real rulers of this nation and its thirteen years of rule by
the gun has been dug out. The CIA, Mafia, Pentagon, Teamsters,
Nixon, Justice Dept., Chase Manhatten, State Dept., FBI, LIPID
and Hughes supply the interlocking cabal which dictates all fundamental decisions for this nation by the veto of murder —when
necessary.
My motive for writing this now is a new wave of nausea coming
from the next cover-up of the first murder in the thirteen year set.
The majority of Americans have finally reached the same opinion
that the rest of the world started with: the Warren Commission was
a rotten joke. Thus, a new cover-up must be fabricated. I first
became conscious of the next JFK cover-up when I watched Dan Rather's
CBS production 25 Nov. 1975. The attached copy of the unanswered
letter to Mr. Rather will attest to the origin of my revulsion.
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Since that date the emergence of a fully orchestrated propaganda program fortnext cover-up has become obvious. Books,
articles, leaks congressional committees, spooks, CBS, etc. have
become more and more prevalent, drumming the theme of "Cuban retaliation." CIA-Mafia-Gusano ties are admitted with all the grudging reticence of a Vegas stripper. The secret "investigations" of
secret sins by secret organizations are coyly shunted into "discovering" the many attempts to kill Castro.

Today it was reported that Sen. Schweiker has taken the bait
and will recommend a "new congressional inquiry into the assassination." Just as the Warren farce did, theg will claim to investigate all possibilities. But, the only possibility really to be
chased is the mechanical rabbit of "whether there was any Castro
involvement" quote David Belin, our Rasputin.
Since there is no way that I can prove what I have alleged
concerning the next cover-up, I will simply recommend that the

reader give serious thought to these questions:
A. Which US institutions have gained most from the thirteen
years of murder?
B. Which US institutions had the most to lose if rule by the
gun had not been initiated Nov. 22, 1963?
C. Which US institutions had the most opportunity to commit
murder(s)?
D. Why would the elite of government and wealth lie for thirteen
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years to protect Castro?
E. Given institutions whose violations of truth and law are
unremitting, inexorable and congenital, why would anyone believe
anything self-serving that they were told by representatives of
those institutions?
F. Why should the foxes investigate the misf3inc chickens?
O. Why should we believe the foxes?
Sincerely

Ace R. Hayes

1515 Poplar Ave.
Richmond, Cal. 9480,_-:
25 Nov. 1975

Dear Mr. Rather
the JFK conspiracy
I watched your latest effort to cover-up
still part of that contonight. It was obvious that CBS News is
d by a mindless commitspiracy. 'I only wonder if CBS is motivate
somethinu more sinister?
ment to past conclusions rather than
-if my memory
Fr. Rather, you are in conflict of interest
now, as you once narrated
serves me correctly- doing such a program
ness to say that the
the Zapruder film and had the disingenuous
President's head snapped violently forward.
, but you did so with
Tonight you had to recant this nonsense
last speech as President.
no more honesty or grace than Nixon in his
k propaganda. But,
The program was very sophisticated blac
no longer be gulled
the majority of people in this country will
pseudo refutation of the
by such sophistry, selective editing and
holes in the Warren Farce.
people who have dr1.ven trucks through the
of the cover-up: a Cuban
Nor, will we accept the next installment
a and/or CIA contract
conspiracy or a couple of third string Mafi
agents.
Sincerely
)
Ace R. Hayes '

